[Analysis of mortality and convergence tendencies in inpatient care of stroke and myocardial infarction].
An increase in the convergence of medical services toward specialized hospitals with high case numbers as well as the effects on quality of care are often assumed to be the result of diagnosis-related groups (DRGs; case-based lump-sum reimbursement). Estimates of the extent to which these effects occur in emergency diagnoses are not available. Claims data relating to approximately 23.6 million insured within the period 2004-2007 (inclusive) were analyzed. All cases with the main diagnosis of stroke (ICD-10: I63 and I64) and myocardial infarction (ICD-10: I21) were included in the study. Increasing case numbers could be observed for all entities within the period studied (myocardial infarction: +12.71%; stroke: +1.73%). The absolute increase in case numbers seems to affect those hospitals with case numbers >100 per year, whereas case numbers of hospital groups including hospitals with low case numbers per year remain unchanged or grow slower. No absolute trend in mortality could be seen. However, a disproportionate rate of mortality in hospitals with low case numbers per year for both diagnoses was observed. The convergence of emergency treatment in a few specialized centers has not yet been accelerated by the implementation of DRGs. Essentially, relative changes can be seen due to case number increases in large centers rather than because of service cutbacks and shifts from smaller hospitals. The reason for this could be the need to maintain emergency care in rural regions, while specialized centers are increasingly built in urban areas.